
Ayazuta has updated ICWA contact  
Details for over 200 Tribes, including every Tribe in California.  
Updated contact details are now available for use at www.ayazuta.com for all California 
Tribes, and most Tribes in the lower 48 States. Alaska, please don't be jealous we are going 
to start work contacting your Tribes soon!   
 

Our research is still showing  that about 65% of Federal Register  ICWA notice addresses 
contain errors, and  85% of non-notice contact details are wrong or missing information. 
 

As part of our research, we recently conducted a survey of County Social Services depart-
ment in California, and 100 randomly sampled Tribes. It is clear that both Social Workers 
and Tribal ICWA contacts know that having accurate contact information is key, see below:         
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Percent of respondents who thought accurate ICWA Tribal contacts were ‘important’, ‘would help 
significantly’, or were ’vital: 
 

Social Workers   
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Percent of respondents who graded  their current contact information 'good': 
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The question "Would access to up to date, searchable, accurate ICWA Tribal contacts by Ayazuta.com 
help with ICWA compliance", the % who replied 'yes': 
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Comments  Made 

“I think this is huge and our county would benefit.” California Social Worker. 
“Improvement to the ICWA contacts list would assist tremendously due to the fact that there is 
constant change with ICWA workers.” Tribal ICWA Contact. 
“You've identified the two critical needs when it comes to ICWA noticing-accurate addresses/
contact info and streamlined notice prep.” California Social Worker.  
“It is vital that social workers have this information regarding Indian Children, the SW needs this 
information to contact tribes.” Tribal ICWA Contact. 
“You can't happen quick enough for me. Though most of the work I do these days is Mental 
Health- ICWA is a major issue as you well know. Keep up the good work. Communication be-
tween tribes is critical to intelligent protection of children.” California Social Worker 

Why Ayazuta? 
We have spent 2 years researching ICWA compliance issues, and developing solutions for Tribes, 
States and welfare organizations. We can help you increase ICWA compliance, reduce costs, and im-
prove outcomes for Indian Children. Ayazuta has, and will continue to evolve as a community 
driven design, based on benefits to the Native American Child, the Tribe and the Case Worker. 
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